Customer Feedback - Bathrooms
Mr D E - WF2
Bathroom & ensuite refurbishment and other house projects
I can't rate Martin and his contact team highly enough. Thoroughly professional and the
finish quality is second to none. We've had a complete re-fit of our en-suite and
bathroom. To assist, Martin even went with us to Victorian Bathrooms in Ossett to pick
out the items we needed. Got a great discount through him there too! Some problems
with our central heating (post fix) were attended to by Martin, again in his own time.
Nothing was too much trouble. We're having one of the team (Stewart) back to hang a
couple of new doors and fit a new kitchen sink. There's not a lot these guys can't tackle!
Timetables were adhered to and there weren't any nasty surprises when the bill came
either. You'd be mad not to get a quote from Haywood Developments.

Mr P D - WF8
Bathroom
They were excellent throughout. They were professional, courteous and timely and kept
us fully informed throughout the work.

Mr D L - WF2
Bathroom and Ensuite
We are very impressed

Mrs A C - HG1
Bathroom
My bathroom looks excellent and all trades people were reliable, skilled and trustworthy.
The bill ended up higher than I expected (mainly due to unanticipated extra work and I
changed the spec slightly a couple of times). I would recommend.

Miss F W - HD8
Bathroom
I've just come home to my completed bathroom and haven’t had a chance to 'Test drive'
it as yet but I had to let you know how fantastic it looks.. Thank you for everything.. I
will certainly be recommending you to all my friends and family.
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Mr A B - LS27
Bathroom and En suite
In making assessment, it is very dependent on your level of expectation. I expected a
high quality job and that’s what they delivered. They were reliable, turned up on time,
and finished the project on time. Quality of work is good. Few hiccups along the way, as
to be expected in any project, but they sorted them all out."

Mrs C D - WF2
Downstairs cloakroom
All members of this team were extremely efficient and thorough. All work carried out
with minimum disruption and in an unobtrusive way. I wouldn't hesitate to ask them to
carry out any further project

Mr T B - HX3
Bathroom and ensuite
The fitter and tiler did an excellent job of fitting out the ensuite and refitting the
bathroom (with a new layout). The work was completed in good time, the site was left
clean and tidy, communication was good and the finish is excellent. I would recommend
them for this type of work.

Mr S M - LS15
Bathroom
Haywood Developments are an excellent company to deal with. They provided a quote
quickly, turned up when they were supposed to and made sure that our requirements and
ideas were implemented throughout. They were flexible when Bathstore shafted my
delivery, and the finish on the job is first class. The quote provided was competitive
although not the cheapest, but after the initial visit from Martin I felt confident that
they would do a good job at a fair price. I am glad that we chose Haywood Developments
and would heartily recommend them to anyone. Thank you Martin & Kathryn, our new
bathroom is fantastic.

Miss T N - WF2
Bathroom
What a superb job - Thank you to Kathryn, Martin and the whole team.
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Mr D S - LS27
Bathroom, ensuite and cloakroom
Haywood Developments have completed my family bathroom, my ensuite and my
downstairs cloakroom - I am now the envy of all my friends, they have done a marvellous
job.. Thanks to everyone involved.

Mrs C T - HD2
Bathroom
Courteous, Professional, Took care of my home, Completed the project in tight
timescales, No surprises. Excellent finish - I'll be back in touch when my ensuite needs a
refurb. Thank you.

Mr L M - HG3
Bathroom
Quick response and handled the maintenance professionally and efficiently. I would
highly recommend this company.
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